Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale Electric Company
Request for Information
RFI # IT-210302
Information Technology
Member Participant Website Solution

Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale Electric Company (MMWEC) a non-profit, public corporation and political subdivision of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts is issuing a Request for Information (RFI) to solicit information from potential web developers for a secure website to communicate with and publish reports and real-time financial and operating data for our customers, who are primarily municipal light departments in New England. MMWEC currently has a password-protected site that was built internally over fifteen years ago and is limited in technical functionality to meet the needs of MMWEC and our municipal customers.

The goal is to replace the existing internally developed and hosted MMWEC Member Participant Website with a new vendor developed and maintained website using current internet technologies and standards hosted by MMWEC. The MMWEC Member Participant Website is the primary method for the MMWEC business units to provide and communicate to each municipal customer all the financial, power generation asset, invoice, statement and reporting associated with their municipality such that each Municipal Customer is able to effectively manage their day to day operations. Much of this information is specific to each Municipal Customer, but the site is also used for broad communications based on certain segments of MMWEC’s customers and also for providing secure electronic means to access MMWEC Board and Committee materials.

Due to the confidential nature of the technical requirements and specifications included in the RFI, we are requesting that interested parties complete a standard non-disclosure agreement (NDA) in order to receive the full RFI document.

If you are interested or have further questions, please contact MMWEC no later than close of business on Wednesday June 30, 2021 to initiate the NDA process. The email address for the MMWEC Project Team is IT-210302@MMWEC.ORG. Responses should include a cover memo stating the proposer organization, the RFI name and number (above) and solution provider primary point of contact information.

We are requesting responses to the RFI be received by MMWEC no later than close of business on Monday, August 16, 2021.